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Abstract: We anticipate a future in which people frequently have virtual content displayed
in their �eld of view to augment reality. Situations where this virtual content interferes with
users' perception of the physical world will thus be more frequent, with consequences ranging
from mere annoyance to serious injuries. We argue for the need to give users agency over virtual
augmentations, discussing the concept of de-augmenting augmented reality by selectively removing
virtual content from the �eld of view. De-augmenting lets users target what actually interferes with
their perception of the environment while keeping what is of interest. We contribute a framework
that captures the di�erent facets of de-augmentation. We discuss what it entails in terms of
technical realization and interaction design, and end with three scenarios to illustrate what the
user experience could be in a sample of domestic and professional situations.
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Dé-augmentation de la réalité augmentée visuelle

Résumé : Nous anticipons un avenir dans lequel les gens auront fréquemment du contenu
virtuel a�ché dans leur champ de vision pour augmenter la réalité. Les situations où ce con-
tenu virtuel interfère avec la perception du monde physique par les utilisateurs seront donc
plus fréquentes, avec des conséquences allant du simple désagrément à des accidents graves.
Nous soutenons la nécessité de donner aux utilisateurs la possibilité d'agir sur les augmentations
virtuelles, en discutant du concept de dé-augmentation de la réalité augmentée par la suppression
sélective du contenu virtuel du champ de vision. La dé-augmentation permet aux utilisateurs
de cibler ce qui interfère réellement avec leur perception de l'environnement tout en conservant
ce qui est intéressant. Nous proposons un cadre qui capture les di�érentes facettes de la dé-
augmentation. Nous discutons de ce que cela implique en termes de réalisation technique et de
conception de l'interaction, et nous terminons par trois scénarios pour illustrer ce que pourrait
être l'expérience de l'utilisateur dans des situations domestiques et professionnelles.

Mots-clés : réalité augmentée ; interférence visuelle ; expérience utilisateur
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1 Introduction

Head-mounted displays remain for the time being overly conspicuous and uncomfortable for peo-
ple to consider wearing unless necessary. But miniaturization and progress in terms of autonomy
should eventually make it possible to embed AR display technology in consumer-oriented hard-
ware such as prescription glasses, enabling the sort of �continuous AR experiences� that Grubert
et al. envision with Pervasive Augmented Reality [30]. AR displays are actually getting inte-
grated in domain-speci�c pieces of wearable equipment already, in which they are considered
socially acceptable [46, 45]: motorcycle helmets, safety glasses, hard hats. Looking in the more
distant future, near-eye displays [14] might involve radically di�erent technologies such as meta-
surfaces [53, 50] and other types of contact lenses [73, 76], though these are still at an early
research stage [6, 37].
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4 Brasier et al.

Anticipating such improvements, both academia and industry are contemplating an increas-
ingly diverse range of use cases for AR. Beyond the well-known ones [7] such as gaming [77], educa-
tion [81] or industry [26, 32], use cases now include domestic use [44], health and therapy [34, 38],
emergency management [89], assisting people with visual impairments [52, 69, 91, 103], a large
range of sports & artistic activities (see, e.g., [47]), spatial orientation assistance at large [13], as
well as advertising [75].

Developments on the technological side and on the usage side go hand in hand, and suggest a
future in which AR has indeed become pervasive [30]. Becoming inconspicuous, the technology
will disseminate beyond the workplace. Becoming practical in many contexts, it will allow for
the actual realization of many of the envisioned use cases, as well as new, unanticipated ones.
This can be seen as a virtuous or a vicious circle depending on the perspective we take on it;
but one that leads part of society to adopt always-on AR, regardless. Matsuda [64] as well
as May-raz & Lazo [65] both propose striking depictions of this in their futuristic short �lms.
Whether we embrace such a future or not, always-on AR raises multiple questions. Many relate
to ethics [6, 61, 84, 85, 90], some others relate to practical concerns [30], and yet others to both.
In all cases, the more often AR content is shown, the more often it will somehow be �in the way�.

We argue that users need agency over their AR display and that to achieve proper user agency,
user control over virtual content display cannot be limited to a simple on/o� toggle. Some virtual
elements might be interfering, while others might be critical to the task at hand or even just
convenient to have, thus calling for solutions to selectively remove some of them from the �eld of
view. To this end, we introduce the concept of de-augmenting augmented reality, which consists
of removing or transforming part of the virtual content in the users' �eld of view so that it no
longer interferes with their perception of important elements in the physical environment. This
concept is complementary to adaptive AR that automatically optimizes presentation based on
users' context [30]. User-initiated de-augmentation is rather for cases that AR designers simply
could not anticipate [55], for cases where users would train an adaptive AR system, or for cases
where users just want to keep control over that AR system.

After giving an overview of the research literature about techniques and displays for combining
the physical and virtual worlds, we build on the literature to provide a framework that de�nes
what a de-augmentation operation is and captures its di�erent design facets. We build a proof-
of-concept prototype that implements a sample of de-augmentation operations with o�-the-shelf
technology to probe the concept. Building on that experience, we discuss aspects related to the
technical realization of the concept and its implications in terms of interaction design. We �nally
detail three scenarios where we used our framework to rethink what the user experience could be
in a sample of domestic and professional situations. Overall, by characterizing, discussing and
illustrating the concept of de-augmentation, our contribution aims to provide a framework that
raises interaction designers' awareness about the potential visual hindrance of AR and suggests
means to actually design and implement solutions that let users selectively clear their �eld of
view according to their needs.

2 Related Work

De-augmentation is about letting users dose the amount of virtual content on top of the physical
environment. Techniques that mix virtual and physical elements are placed on the reality-
virtuality continuum [67] depending on what is predominant: either the virtual environment,
the physical environment, or none of them in particular. The reality-virtuality continuum may
apply to multiple modalities (visual, audio, haptics), and extensions beyond the original, uni-
dimensional, de�nition have also been discussed [62]. In this preliminary investigation of the
de-augmentation concept, we focus on the visual modality.

Inria
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2.1 Augmented Virtuality

At one end of the continuum, Virtual Reality (VR) completely occludes the real world, replacing
it with a computer-generated 3D scene, fully isolating users from their physical environment in
the process. While this helps make the experience immersive, researchers have also explored the
concept of Augmented Virtuality where some elements from reality get integrated back into the
virtual world.

Several empirical studies have investigated the user experience in augmented virtuality set-
tings [9, 66, 94]. Overall, results suggest that, in the context of VR, seeing some reality is
necessary to enable interactions with physical objects (e.g., type on a keyboard or grab food)
and enable safe locomotion in the physical environment. But they also suggest that the amount
of elements brought from the real world should be limited so as not to impact immersion in the
virtual world too much. In their study, Kanamori et al. [41] test whether only a light, simpli�ed
representation of nearby obstacles1 would be enough to let participants walk and reach a spe-
ci�c object. However, no simpli�ed representation was as e�cient as the actual representation
of obstacles. Taking a more technical perspective, the RealityCheck system [31] proposes an
application-independent solution for the real-time reconstruction of people and objects in the
physical space, and their graphical compositing with the virtual environment in VR.

Augmented Virtuality can be seen as a transposition of the concept of de-augmentation
to a di�erent point on the reality-virtuality continuum. One key di�erence between the two
approaches stems from the di�erence in what is predominant. Augmented Virtuality integrates
elements from the physical environment based on the assumption that the system is in charge of
detecting what elements from the real world should be integrated into the virtual scene. In AR,
even assuming a crowded �eld of view, users will see the real world through the virtual content
� albeit degraded. This ability to see through the virtual layer is key to giving users agency over
how to mitigate visual interference in the framework of de-augmentation.

2.2 Altered Reality

Coming back to the continuum and moving away from predominantly-virtual environments to-
wards predominantly-physical environments, we �nd techniques that balance the two. With
proper spatial registration [18], AR content can be seemingly integrated into the physical envi-
ronment, going as far as changing the appearance of objects or even people. Such techniques can
be said to alter reality.

But altering reality is not only about changing the visibility of physical objects. Annexing
Reality [33] makes use of objects in the physical environment to create tangible proxies for
manipulating virtual objects. The system scans the environment in order to identify the best
match between a physical object and the virtual object that the user will manipulate. The
virtual object is then used as a texture mapped to the physical object, actually modifying its
appearance. Lindlbauer et al. [56] demonstrate that beyond direct texture mapping, AR can be
used to modify the surroundings of a physical object (for instance to display virtual extensions or
cast shadows). Their system can modify an object's perceived size, color, or shape. HoloFace [48]
uses face tracking to change people's face. While these projects have essentially focused on the
technical realization of such alterations, Rixen et al. [84] have investigated their acceptability
from a social perspective. They studied the potential of color alterations applied to objects or
clothes, focusing more particularly on situations involving interpersonal communication. They
identi�ed limits to what users would accept both as the person altering others and as the person
being altered.

AR can also be used to arti�cially remove elements from the physical environment or at
least alter their visibility. This is what Diminished Reality [62, 70] refers to. The SceneCtrl

1In the spirit of the HTC Vive Chaperone system that displays only the objects' outline.
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system [102] relies on scene reconstruction and texture patches to enable users wearing an Optical
See-Through (OST) display to delete or move a real object in their �eld of view.

As graphics rendering and spatial registration technologies improve, the mix of virtual content
with the physical environment will be of such high quality that it will literally create �a world in
which the physical laws ordinarily governing space, time, mechanics, material properties, etc. no
longer hold� [67]. Some systems already o�er such an experience in VR setups. For example, the
Remixed Reality system [57] relies on depth cameras positioned in a room to capture a live 3D
model of it, and then manipulate it before display in a Video See-Through (VST) headset. The
system makes it possible to give users the impression that they are �ying or walking on walls.
Still in a VR context, it was also recently demonstrated that it is possible to perform changes to
a virtual environment in plain sight without users actually noticing those changes2 [63].

In situations where the world perceived by users does not match the world in which they
actually are, methods to ensure safety must be implemented. Chaperoning techniques can for
instance display grids or outlines of nearby obstacles (as does the HTC Vive Chaperone system
mentioned earlier and used as a baseline in RealityCheck [31]) or indicate a safe trajectory for
users to follow [42]. Some research projects also compute geometrical transformations applied to
the virtual world in order to alter users' perception and make them adopt safe walking trajec-
tories [82] and perform safe gestures [1]. However, while those techniques can address collision
issues, there are ethical issues and a broader notion of safety to take into account when consid-
ering alterations to reality [90], as Rixen et al. [84] have started investigating. Overall, while the
possibility to alter reality yields exciting perspectives, it also raises practical and ethical concerns
which, at the very least, call for a mechanism to let users remove augmentations on demand.
De-augmentation capabilities o�er a solution to address some of those concerns.

2.3 Augmented Reality

Still moving towards predominantly-physical environments, we enter the part of the continuum
that is usually referred to as Augmented Reality. That term, however, encompasses a variety
of content types and situations. Virtual content embedded in the physical environment is not
necessarily about simulating physical objects such as furniture in a house [97] or underground
pipes in the street. It can consist of, for instance, way-�nding aids [40], data visualizations [88,
99, 100] or personal information management interfaces that display elaborate 2D components
such as, e.g., documents, maps, videos, address books, todo lists as well as UI widgets [24, 54, 55].

One of the main challenges of Augmented Reality lies in the combination of the physical
light and virtual light so as to create visually-coherent [18, 105] representations that e�ectively
blend the virtual and the physical; and to avoid situations where too much virtual content can
clutter the user's �eld of view [87], making the virtual content illegible and interfering with the
perception of the physical environment.

Factors that have an adverse impact on visual coherence include poor virtual content render-
ing performance (�eld of view, resolution, frame rate); improper tracking and registration; and
very importantly the lack of depth cues [49]. Such depth cues play a key role in the integration
of virtual content in the scene [25]. As researchers realized very early [3], a naïve overlay of the
virtual content on top of the real world yields augmentations that do not seem to be integrated
at all in the physical environment, leading to serious perceptual problems [105]. Solutions involve
rendering proper shadows, and managing mutual occlusion between the physical and the virtual.
Mutual occlusion refers to the problem of showing and hiding both virtual and physical elements
based on their depth ordering [59]. Similarly, when AR is used to provide users with so-called
�X-ray vision� [27] that allows them to see through physical objects, multiple issues need to be
addressed for users to be able to make the distinction and understand the topological relations
between the virtual and the physical elements [59].

2This can be achieved using an eye-tracker to determine where users' visual attention is in order to make

changes in areas that they are not focusing on.
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De-augmenting augmented reality relates to this general problem of making the virtual and
the real co-exist. However, as detailed in the next section, it rather focuses on how to prevent
the virtual content from visually interfering with what users want or need to perceive from the
physical environment.

3 De-augmenting AR: a Framework

Following this examination of key concepts from the reality-virtuality continuum, we de�ne a de-
augmentation as an operation that alters virtual content in order to improve the user's perception
of the real world. The de�nition is kept vague as we believe that the concept of de-augmentation
could be relevant not only for visual content, but possibly for modalities such as audio and
haptics as well. As we focus here on visual de-augmentations, we also give the more speci�c
de�nition of a visual de-augmentation: an operation that alters virtual content in the user's �eld
of view in order to improve their visual perception of the real world.

In this section, we decompose a de-augmentation into three main characteristics (Figure 1):

� what triggers the de-augmentation;

� what its scope is, i.e., what part of the real-world gets de-augmented and for how long;

� how the de-augmentation is achieved, i.e., how the virtual content's rendering is getting
altered.

This section details these di�erent characteristics and illustrate them with di�erent examples.
Some examples come from our own thinking and discussions around the concept, and others are
taken or inspired by the literature about Mixed Reality in general (i.e., going beyond AR-only
projects by considering research prototypes for Mixed Reality in general, including VR). Figure 1
lists prior work that was key to the identi�cation of the di�erent categories in our framework. The
idea of bringing the real back in the user's �eld of view has been almost exclusively considered in
the literature about VR [31, 41, 66]. In an AR context, most relevant to our work are references
about the concept of pervasive or adaptive AR where the amount and presentation of AR content
depends on the user's context [30, 39, 55]. In terms of rendering, a de-augmentation consists
of reducing the amount of virtual content in the scene that users perceive. Although the de-
augmentation concept is di�erent from the initial goal of AR from the user perspective, it still
consists of rendering virtual components over the real. Our categories thus mostly align with the
categories in Zollman et al.'s general taxonomy about visualization in AR [105].

The overall goal of our work is to provide AR designers with a general and unifying framework
that helps them think about situations that call for de-augmentation and design interaction
techniques to support such operations accordingly.

3.1 De-augmentation Triggers

AR de-augmentations happen in response to a trigger. We distinguish three main types of
triggers. The �rst two are under users' control: �red either on-demand by invoking a User
Command ; or �red automatically, the system triggering User Rules that match the current
situation. The last trigger type is also rule-based, but rules are speci�ed by a user-independent
External Source.

3.1.1 User Command

A de-augmentation can be triggered with a User Command invoked explicitly. As illus-
trated in Figure 1, revealing the physical environment in response to an explicit action from the
user has only been considered in a VR context for immersive gaming environments. In such a
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User Command

User Rule

External Source

TRIGGER SCOPE RENDERING

Entity Region

Spatial

Temporary Permanent

Temporal Geometric Transformation

Pixel Compositing

Binary mask Alpha blending

Affine Advanced

Before
de-augmentation

related to [31*, 66*]

related to [30, 55, 66*]

related to [30, 39, 66*]

related to [10, 29, 31*, 41*, 66*, 71] related to [66*] related to [31*, 105] related to [31*, 105]

related to [105] related to [31*]

Figure 1: The three characteristics of a visual de-augmentation operation (Trigger, Scope and Render-
ing). Pieces of work from the literature that are directly related to those characteristics are referenced.
References marked with an asterisk (∗) are studies or projects in VR rather than AR. Underlined refer-
ences are techniques or systems that are an illustrative instance of the general category.

VR setup that completely occludes the real, users may rely on their game controller to invoke
a view of the physical world. For instance, in McGill et al.'s experiment [66], users can press a
button on their game pad to invoke a view of the real, while in the RealityCheck system [31],
users can move their controller as if it were a �ashlight to expose the real-world in its cone.

In an AR context, diverse types of input modalities can be considered depending on the
context and type of de-augmentation to trigger. For example, a commuter checking the news
in his AR glasses while waiting for the train could point at the screen with train departure
information to de-augment it, so as to always have a clear view on it but without interrupting
his news reading activity. This example involves hand movements (gestures), but any other
interaction technique that works in conjunction with AR technologies can be considered, such
as voice or gaze. One could for instance envision giving users some control on the level of
(de-)augmentation based on how they look through their glasses. Just the same as the wearer
of prescription glasses equipped with progressive lenses gets a di�erent amount of correction
depending on whether they look through the lower, middle, or upper part of their eyewear, users
of AR glasses could control virtual content (de-)augmentation in a similar way. The level of
control would be basic, but always available, requiring only little gaze adjustments.

Depending on the other properties of the de-augmentation to be speci�ed, more expressive
input might be required, for instance to de�ne a speci�c scope or a speci�c way to de-augment
the virtual content. Simple deictic pointing combined with computer vision techniques can for
instance be used to de-augment a physical object. Freeform gesture tracking enables users to
delineate arbitrarily-shaped spatial scopes such as, e.g., a sketch on a whiteboard or an irregular
area on the �oor. We can even think of using other modalities such as a handheld device (e.g.,
a smartphone) or tangibles. For example, drawing inspiration from previous work [12, 31], a
tangible could play the role of a lamp that de-augments the region it illuminates. Tangible posts
could also be used to delimit a large area, in the spirit of the ShareSpace system [101].

Finer control over the de-augmentation's properties can also be provided using elaborate
widgets in AR, for instance to adjust speci�c rendering parameters such as the transparency of
de-augmented areas. However, we can expect that elaborate, time-consuming de-augmentation
speci�cations would rarely be made on the spot, but would rather be de�ned o�ine and activated
when relevant using simple interactions or automatically-triggered rules, as discussed next.

Inria
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3.1.2 User Rules

Contrary to user commands, User Rules do not require explicit actions from the user. They
have originally been con�gured by the user, but are triggered by the AR system automatically,
whenever they apply to the current context. Context-awareness is of foremost importance to
the realization of pervasive AR (PAR). As noted by Grubert et al.: �PAR systems are mainly
controlled by the user's current context factors and to a lesser extent by direct user control� [30].

We share this vision that, when possible, direct user input should be kept to a minimum.
However, the diversity of contexts and users is such that we can neither expect designers of
AR systems to anticipate all situations nor can we expect PAR systems to be smart enough
to guess what users want or need in all situations. This means that, in any case, AR systems
should involve some dialogue with users in order to suit individual users' needs. For example,
a user might con�gure their system so that a de-augmentation is systematically triggered to
let that user and their relatives see each other. One way of achieving this could be to set a
rule so that when at home, people's face always gets de-augmented. This rule makes sense at
home, but might not be as relevant when walking down the street. Another user might choose
to systematically de-augment passers-by, while yet another one might prefer de-augmentation
to apply automatically to friends and acquaintances only, and possibly to strangers meaning to
initiate a conversation.

User rules can specify di�erent situations that call for de-augmentation. For example, a rule
could de-augment a window in a house whenever the user stands less than one meter from it
to enjoy a stunning view. Another rule could be that any device that triggers an alarm gets
de-augmented (phone, alarm clock, safety device). In McGill et al.'s series of experiments about
VR gaming [66], one of the tested conditions to bring some of the reality in the VR world is
based on a rule that triggers a de-augmentation when users' hands are detected in the view of
the headset's camera. User Rules can also be functions of the user's anatomic or physiological
state [30] in the spirit of Lindlbauer et al. [55]'s system that automatically controls what amount
of virtual content to show, where and when to show it, all depending on the user's task and
cognitive load. We can also envision rules that would �re at regular intervals. For instance,
prior work has pointed at the actual risk associated with too much AR assistance, that could
make everyday life too facile [44], and make dependency on technology too strong [86]. People
who want to self-regulate their use of AR or just make sure that they stay in touch with (fully-
unaltered) reality could con�gure a rule to de-augment everything for, e.g., a few seconds every
�ve minutes.

Setting a rule as opposed to invoking commands removes the need to take explicit action to
trigger a de-augmentation. As illustrated just above, rules can also specify a scope (e.g., people's
face or the window) for the de-augmentation, thus reducing user input to its minimum.

3.1.3 External Source

While many rules will have been con�gured, or at least activated, by the users themselves, some
rules can be imposed by External Sources . These de-augmentations are also context-
related but are beyond users' individual control. In their vision of Pervasive AR, Grubert et
al. [30] mention how environmental factors like movements of people around the user can play
a role in the presence or absence of AR. We can �nd such an example in a VR context in
McGill et al.'s last experiment [66] where people coming close to the wearer of a VR headset
gets automatically revealed in the VR world. Another example of external source would be if
the authorities in a given area have a policy that enforces a no-AR or limited-AR policy for
safety, privacy, or security reasons in a similar spirit that phone usage is prohibited at airport
customs. Buildings such as police stations or any type of restricted area where sensitive activities
are performed are obvious candidates for such de-augmentation rules imposed to all users.

When some higher-level knowledge about the environment is available, the AR system could
take into account distance and visibility information as well as higher-level knowledge about
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the environment to �lter virtual content [39]. A tra�c-heavy street about to be crossed would
be a good example. For similar safety reasons, an AR system could also partially de-augment
any object that moves above a certain velocity threshold. However, our experience with smart-
phones has shown that external control over individuals' personal devices is very challenging to
implement because of technical and interoperability obstacles. We thus rather envision a future
generation of AR systems that are con�gurable with respect to external triggers, empowering
users to choose to receive such external noti�cations in order to enjoy their personal, immersive
device responsibly.

A trigger from an External Source could also be controlled by a User Rule that exists on
the user's side to authorize such de-augmentations initiated by third parties. For example, a
de-augmentation request might be acceptable only when it originates from relatives, friends and
colleagues: a person waving in the user's �eld of view would get de-augmented if known to the
user, but would not if she was not known to the user.

3.2 De-augmentation Scope

The second de�ning characteristic of a de-augmentation is its scope, which can actually be
broken down in two separate properties (Figure 1): the spatial scope, and the temporal scope.
The spatial scope can be de�ned by physical entities (people, objects) no matter where they are;
or it can be de�ned as a speci�c region, no matter what entities it contains. The temporal scope
is orthogonal to the spatial scope. It can be either permanent or temporary.

3.2.1 Spatial Scope [Entity]

De-augmenting an entity means de-augmenting virtual content that visually interferes with
the perception of this entity, regardless of its actual location in the physical world. Typical
examples include people (face or entire body); passive physical objects (e.g., a workbench, a
mirror); as well as physical displays such as desktop computer screens or smartphones. An
entity's location can change over time, implying that the system must be able to track it in the
user's �eld of view in order to dynamically adapt the geometry of the de-augmented area.

Although not presented as a de-augmentation operation, a typical example of an entity de-
augmentation can be found in situations where an AR display is used in conjunction with a mobile
device [29, 104]. The MR systems enabling this have to handle visual coherence in the sense that
the virtual content is usually tightly aligned with the handheld device's surface [8], sometimes
aiming to achieve a display that seamlessly extends beyond its boundaries [71]. Budhiraja et
al. [10] investigate techniques that achieve such combinations. One of these techniques actually
de-augments the phone when users look down at it, so as to prevent virtual objects displayed in
the headset from interfering with the phone's screen. In the pure VR context studied in McGill
et al.'s experiments [66], some conditions cut the VR view to reveal a physical entity such as a
keyboard or the user's hands.

A scope can also consist of multiple entities. This is the situation with chaperone systems
for immersive VR setups that completely isolate the user from the real world. To mitigate the
risk of collision, chaperone systems reveal all objects that are close to the user as they can be
dangerous obstacles [31, 41]. In collaborative AR work contexts [7], a multi-entity scope could be
useful to simultaneously de-augment a set of entities that vary in nature. For example, in a setup
where users share the same overall virtual scene and use physical tools to interact with it [23],
only selected physical tools could be de-augmented to facilitate their manipulation, but the faces
of team members could always be de-augmented to preserve the directness and naturalness of
face-to-face interpersonal communication [68].
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3.2.2 Spatial Scope [Region]

De-augmenting a region means de-augmenting virtual content that visually interferes with the
perception of a region in the user's �eld of view, regardless of what physical entities it contains.
A region's location does not change over time but its contents can change, without impacting the
de-augmentation. A region can be either world-anchored or FoV-anchored. A world-anchored
region is �xed in the physical world, regardless of the user's location and viewing direction.
A FoV-anchored region (sometimes referred to as view-anchored [55]) is de�ned relative to the
user's �eld of view, as if it were attached to the eyewear.

For example, a parent in a playground could de-augment the sandbox to keep an eye on their
child. A worker could de-augment an area on their desk so that AR does not visually interfere with
their notebook, or their desktop input device. Tra�c lights could be de-augmented. Tra�c lights
can be considered as entities on a conceptual level. But because those entities are stationary,
handling them as �xed regions removes the need for dynamic object tracking. We can �nd
another example of a region-based scope in the game pad used as a �ashlight to reveal the real
world in the context of a VR game, which we already mentioned earlier [31]. The peephole onto
the real depends on what direction the user points at with their pad, independently of the nature
of what is being targeted.

FoV-anchored-region scopes are perhaps less common. They can be useful to guarantee the
absence of visual interference in part of the user's �eld of view regardless of any other considera-
tion. They could serve purposes such as before/after comparisons: with half of the �eld of view
showing virtual content but not the other, users could compare, e.g., actual vs. virtual clothes or
face with/without makeup in the spirit of dual-layer image comparison techniques [58]. A FoV-
anchored de-augmentation could also act as a focus+context exploration technique, �drilling a
hole� through the virtual layer, akin to a magic lens [5]. This corresponds to the full view of
reality condition that is tested in the second study of McGill et al.'s [66] in a pure VR context.

3.2.3 Temporal Scope [Temporary]

A de-augmentation whose temporal scope is temporary will only last some pre-de�ned dura-
tion, after which it will automatically get cancelled, the virtual content appearing back.

For example, a smartphone could get de-augmented for three or four seconds when noti�-
cations pop up as the user only needs to look at it for a few seconds. Having to cancel the
de-augmentation explicitly would be cumbersome. Temporary de-augmentations can also be
useful to lower the level of engagement [80], something an AR user might want to do in order to
eat a snack for instance or see someone who entered the room.

3.2.4 Temporal Scope [Permanent]

A de-augmentation whose temporal scope is permanent lasts until it is explicitly cancelled,
either by the user or by an outside event that results in a change of context. For instance, the
rule that triggered a de-augmentation might no longer apply because the user is no longer in the
corresponding physical area. As discussed further in section 5, the AR system should give users
the means to cancel a de-augmentation that has a permanent temporal scope.

3.3 De-augmentation Rendering

Once triggered for a speci�c scope, a de-augmentation is achieved by altering the virtual content
that falls within that scope (as projected in the user's �eld of view). This part of our taxonomy
mostly aligns with the Compositing dimension in Zollmann et al. [105]'s general taxonomy for
visualization in AR. Although in our case the user's goal is to restore the visibility of the real,
rendering still consists � from a technical perspective � of blending the real and the virtual in
a single visual scene, as with any AR-based visualization. We only leave out the inpainting
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condition from Zollmann et al. [105]'s taxonomy as it consists of actually editing the real by
means of AR, which is somehow opposite to the spirit of de-augmenting the real.

The simplest de-augmentation consists of not showing anything in the corresponding area
of the user's �eld of view, as if cutting a hole [22] in the virtual content to let light from
the physical environment pass through that hole. Alternative rendering strategies can also be
considered (Figure 1), as detailed next.

3.3.1 Pixel Compositing

Cutting holes in a layer to reveal hidden objects has been experimented in many di�erent
situations, including window management [92], map comparisons [58], or layered 3D mod-
els [11, 17, 79]. Drilling holes in the AR layer is a form of occlusion management [59]. It
can be as straightforward as applying a binary image mask to the rasterized virtual content
right before display in the eyewear (Overlay in [105]).

Generalizing this approach, pixels that fall within the de-augmentation's scope or in its sur-
roundings can have their alpha channel adjusted without necessarily making them fully
transparent (Blending in [105]). Content-aware techniques [35, 96] could also be used to adjust
the level of transparency of individual pixels in the AR display depending on how strong the
interference with the real is in a given area. However, as we discuss in Section 4, blending con-
�gurations are limited, due to the di�culty of fully blocking light from the physical environment
with current Optical See-Through displays.

3.3.2 Geometric Transformation

Virtual content can also be removed from a given scope in the user's �eld of view by applying
transformations to its elements (Transformation in [105]). One of the simplest transforma-
tions consists of applying a�ne transforms to individual elements that intersect the de-
augmentation's scope. By translating and downscaling them, virtual elements can be prevented
from visually interfering with physical elements to be de-augmented. Early systems investigated
a simpli�ed version of the problem, but focused on the viewability of digital labels [93, 28] as
opposed to the viewability of physical objects. Kawamata et al. [43] developed a technique for
the speci�c situation of de-augmentation for driving, where virtual content is spatially registered
with the physical environment but o�set upward to avoid interfering with roadsigns and with
the road itself. More generally, re-positioning virtual elements to de-augment a speci�c scope
could take into account semantic associations [16] between virtual content and physical objects
to optimize digital information layout.

Beyond a�ne transforms, more advanced transformations that distort the geometry of
elements in the AR layer can be considered. For example, content-aware focus+context tech-
niques [78] could be adapted to distort elements in the virtual layer so as to better integrate them
with the de-augmentation scope's shape. Desktop techniques can also be a source of inspiration,
based on the metaphor of rolling or folding virtual layers as if they were paper [15, 20, 21]. We
could even think of gaming-like e�ects as used in the RealityCheck system to reveal the real
world around the location of a virtual shot [31].

4 Implications for Technical Implementation

We now report on the technical implications of adding support for de-augmentation in an AR
system, that are derived from a proof-of-concept prototype we built. Our goal with this prototype
is two-fold. First, as user experience with AR eyewear can only be fully appreciated from a �rst-
person view, a prototype helps understand the di�erences between the di�erent points in our
framework. Second but of foremost importance, we want to assess the technical feasibility of
de-augmentation. While we anticipate a future where AR eyewear is much lighter than the AR
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displays that are currently available on the market, the principles should essentially remain the
same. This section describes our prototype and the lessons that we learned.

4.1 AR technologies and De-augmentation

AR eyewear can be implemented using either an Optical See-Through display (OST) or a Video
See-Through display (VST). OST and VST displays are similar in the sense that they are both
head-worn and superimpose virtual content directly in the users' �eld of view. But the way each
of them combines physical light and virtual light is radically di�erent:

� OST displays let physical light directly reach the user's eyes, superimposing virtual content
in their �eld of view using some type of optical combiner [51, 37]. The physical light
traverses the optical combiner, getting more or less altered in the process and blended with
the virtual light generated by a source embedded in the OST device.

� VST displays are often implemented using Virtual Reality (VR) headsets augmented with
cameras. These headsets block the light from the physical environment, which only gets
transmitted indirectly to the user's eyes as a video stream displayed on a near-eye display
together with the virtual content. As the physical light is mediated [62], users never
perceive the actual light from the physical environment, but rather a digitized version of
that physical light which gets displayed on a screen and perceived by the user's eyes.

Because VST headsets block the physical light, digitizing and performing any kind of com-
positing before rendering, this technology o�ers maximum �exibility in terms of the scene that
users' eyes perceive. Outstanding progress has been made recently, with the introduction of
commercial VST headsets that combine very high resolution, a high frame rate and high quality
cameras. VST headsets are thus often used by HCI researchers to simulate an ideal AR experi-
ence. However, because VST headsets completely block the physical light, this approach comes
at the cost of isolating users from their physical environment. It is thus fairly unlikely that
VST displays gain wide adoption beyond laboratories and very speci�c work contexts, because
of their awkwardness in many social contexts, and because of the perceived feeling of isolation
inherent to the approach. On the contrary, OST displays do not isolate users from their physical
environment. They let the physical light go through, combining it with some virtual light using
optics.

We believe that AR de-augmentation mostly makes sense for OST technology for two reasons.
First, because it does not isolate users, it is the most likely candidate for broad adoption. We
actually share Itoh et al.'s position that �[OST displays] are now considered the ultimate hardware
for augmenting our visual perception� [37]. OST displays have drawbacks. For example, they
still feature a �eld of view that covers only a limited region of users' actual �eld of view [4, 60],
limiting the level of immersion. Also, the virtual content that can be displayed remains semi-
transparent [36] as the optical combiner only enables adding light, not subtracting it [37, 51, 105],
which can create problems of accurate color rendering [37, 51, 19]. However, these �issues� can
also be seen from a positive perspective. In particular, these limitations mean that users still have
some (even degraded) perception of the physical environment without it being mediated by the
system. This is key to the concept of giving users' agency about the de-augmentation operations
to invoke on the spot. Users can rely on information they get from the physical environment
at any time to make the decision of invoking a de-augmentation operation and of specifying its
properties (scope and rendering) based on the information they get from both the physical and
virtual environments.

We thus purposefully chose to implement our prototype using an OST display. While it made
development more challenging compared to a VST display, and the end result is perhaps less
convincing in terms of performance and graphics rendering, it is a good way to gain insights
about particular limitations of OST display technologies [37] to inform future work about the
further technical realization of de-augmentation techniques.
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a) b) c)

Figure 2: De-augmentations performed with our prototype on the HandInteractionExamples scene
from MRTK. The virtual scene has been chosen for the purpose of cluttering the view with many objects
that look obviously virtual to the reader. a) User invoking a hand menu with their hand �at in the
Hololens' viewport. The user can choose how to delimit the scope of a de-augmentation to be manually
created. b) Example of a world-anchored freeform �at (2D) de-augmentation to reveal equations written
on a whiteboard. c) Example of a world-anchored cuboid de-augmentation to reveal a 3D printer in a
fablab.

4.2 Representative Sample of De-augmentation Operations

Our proof-of-concept prototype runs on a Microsoft HoloLens 2 (OS Build 10.0.19041.1131),
and was developed with Unity 2019.4.11f1 and the Microsoft Mixed Reality Toolkit (MRTK
2.5.4). We paid particular attention to illustrating di�erent types of spatial scopes as the dif-
ferent possibilities in this part of the framework are more di�cult to picture without illustrating
them from a �rst-person perspective. Our prototype renders de-augmentations using pixel com-
positing. Pixels that fall in the spatial scope of a de-augmentation are made fully transparent
� thus revealing the physical world � using one shader for each de-augmented area in the user's
�eld of view. The ColorMask property of shaders is set so that it removes any color in the area
and forces the shape to be rendered �rst in the queue, right in front of the near plane. The
de-augmentation mask will thus apply to all objects behind it in the virtual scene.

The prototype, illustrated in Figure 2 and demonstrated in the companion video, lets users
create some de-augmentation operations by invoking a menu (Figure 2-a). They �rst specify the
type of spatial scope: world-anchored or FoV-anchored. They can then select among multiple
options to delimit that scope, which can be either 2D or 3D.

The �rst technique to de�ne a world-anchored scope relies on MRTK's SceneUnderstanding
feature to detect surfaces in the physical environment. Users point at the surface3 they want to
de-augment and perform an air tap to actually select it. Our other techniques involve drawing
primitives such as lasso or rectangular selection tools. The interaction sequence di�ers depending
on the drawing tool considered, seeking to make interaction as simple as possible. With the lasso
tool, users can draw arbitrary shapes; the system will then sample points along the drawn curve
and reconstruct a 2D surface in the 3D world (Figure 2-b). With our other area or volume
selection tools, users have to specify only two points in 3D space. The system will automatically
calculate how to constrain the 3D bounding box of the selected geometric primitive (cuboid,
ellipsoid) so that two of its faces always remain parallel to the user's sagittal plane (which is
estimated based on the user's head position). Regardless of how a 3D scope is speci�ed, pixels
that fall in its projection in the user's �eld of view will be de-augmented, as illustrated in
Figure 2-c.

Users de�ne FoV-anchored scopes by delimiting an area on a 2D surface coplanar to the
headset's screen. Classic drawing tools are again used for this purpose, including lasso, rectangle
and ellipse. An additional eraser tool lets users delimit a scope by holding one hand �at in front
of them and moving it, as if they were �wiping the virtual plane�. As in the world-anchored
case, pixels that fall in those areas will be de-augmented. The areas remain tied to the headset,
however: de-augmentations are �xed in the user's �eld of view, regardless of the incoming physical
light.

3The system identi�es the surface closest to the head-hand ray.
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Beyond manually-speci�ed de-augmentations, our prototype also supports a set of simple
User Rules aimed at demonstrating automatically-triggered de-augmentations. These rules de-
augment faces, the wearer's hands, and objects that have been tagged. Hand tracking is readily
available in the Hololens. Face recognition relies on OpenCV 4.1.2 and HoloLens2ForCV [95].
Objects are tracked by attaching Vuforia tags to them and declaring them in the system.

4.3 Lessons Learned

Testing de-augmentation operations with our prototype made us quickly realize that it can be
di�cult to di�erentiate augmented from de-augmented zones. We decided to paint the border
of de-augmentation masks with a solid color to help perceive a de-augmentation's spatial scope
(blue stroke around the equations and 3D printer in Figure 2-b/c). As is maybe most obvious in
Figure 2-b, such a basic rendering at the boundary between the augmented and de-augmented
zones fails to provide proper depth cues. This in turn makes it di�cult for users to spatially
situate de-augmentations relative to virtual content. Of course, motion cues alleviate this prob-
lem (see the companion video to this article) but nevertheless, this demonstrates that rendering
proper depth cues will be as critical to e�ective de-augmentation as it is to e�ective augmen-
tation. Adaptations of techniques such as ghosting, the addition of shadows, and rendering
smoother transitions between augmented and de-augmented areas (as has been investigated with
some �x-ray vision� techniques) should be investigated in future work. In the speci�c case of
de-augmenting layered 3D models with cut-away views, rendering strokes where solid parts of
virtual 3D content are actually cut will also be key to providing users with e�ective cues [11, 79]
to relate the virtual and the physical.

Development of this prototype has also con�rmed how sensitive the e�ective rendering of
de-augmentations is to both latency (which impacts temporal realism [37]) and to precise spatial
registration (which impacts spatial realism [37]). FoV-anchored de-augmentations should remain
perfectly �xed in the user's �eld of view, while world-anchored de-augmentations should remain
perfectly aligned with the physical environment. This is of course much easier to handle with VST
displays than OST displays. But current OST display hardware actually features tracking and
rendering performance that is reasonable already, at least for the purpose of implementing de-
augmentation. The video demonstration of our prototype in the companion video does not re�ect
the actual user experience fairly, suggesting signi�cant lag, jitter and spatial registration o�set.
This, however, is due to limitations with the HoloLens 2's Mixed Reality video capture feature
used to produce those video clips. While it might not be perfect, users wearing a HoloLens 2
and trying the prototype do not experience lag, jitter and o�set issues of this magnitude.

Beyond aspects related to the rendering of de-augmentation operations, our prototype helped
us identify numerous challenges in terms of interaction design to specify the scope and rendering
of a de-augmentation when this is done on the spot, which we detail in the next section.

5 Implications for Interaction Design

During the development and testing of our prototype, we quickly ran into issues related to inter-
action design. Giving users agency to specify the characteristics of a de-augmentation operation
might actually require a lot of actions from them (de�ning the de-augmentation trigger, its spa-
tial and temporal scope, possibly its rendering). In this section, we discuss solutions to bene�t
from de-augmentation without having to perform interactions that would be too cumbersome.

Trigger. One option to reduce interaction to its minimum is, obviously, to rely on User Rules
only, which would be set upfront and then automatically triggered when a situation matches a
rule. However, as mentioned above, it is neither possible for users to think of all rules upfront
nor is it possible for the system to always succeed in accurately recognizing a speci�c situation.
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a) b)

Figure 3: Entering a de-augmentation mode with a hand movement based on the metaphor of removing
glasses. a) Users bring their two hands in the �eld-of-view with a posture that suggests taking o� glasses.
b) The system provides some feedback by displaying a pair of virtual glasses. Entities from the real
environment are outlined with a blue halo, letting users directly point at those that they want to actually
de-augment.

Below, we focus on the case where users manually specify a de-augmentation on the spot with
User commands. It could be either to invoke a speci�c de-augmentation just once or to specify
a rule with examples (programming by demonstration).

Spatial scope. When world-anchored, the scope of a de-augmentation is a 3D volume. Manual
input for specifying a 3D volume without any knowledge about the environment is particularly
challenging. Our prototype makes it possible to specify an arbitrary cuboid or ellipsoid volume
with a rubber-band gesture performed in mid-air. However, not only is it cumbersome and
awkward in some situations, but it also requires some walking when the volume is not fully
within arms reach. A much more appropriate and quick interaction is to instead enter a �scene
understanding� mode and use simple deictic pointing gestures to specify a speci�c surface. In
our prototype, users invoke a menu to enter this scene understanding mode, but a quicker action
such as adopting a speci�c hand posture would be more e�cient. For instance, users could
bring their two hands in their �eld of view and then remove them, mimicking a gesture to take
o� their glasses (Figure 3). More elaborate scene understanding capabilities (i.e., surface, face
and object detection) would help streamline the interactive de-augmentation process with users
simply pointing at an entity in the physical environment to snap a de-augmentation to a larger
set of entities [72]. However, while relying on the system's scene understanding capabilities would
work well for a single entity, it does not address the case of a region that may encompass several
entities, or no entity at all.

For cases where the user cannot rely on the system's understanding of the physical envi-
ronment, several options are available. One interesting solution consists of relying on tangible
de-augmenters. The number and size of tangible de-augmenters would depend on the nature
of the region to delimit. For example, one might attach a small de-augmenter token to their
keychain to de-augment a region of a few centimeters in radius around that token; a parent
might place a series of tangible posts to delimit the area where their child is playing (Figure 4-a).
Another option consists of using hand postures for a FoV-anchored scope. For example, a �at
hand is a posture that is easy to recognize with any hand tracking system. It could be used to
de-augment a region of the user's �eld of view. In our prototype, the eraser tool lets users wipe
out the AR canvas by moving their hand �at with the back of the hand visible. Such a simple
posture could also be used for other types of FoV-anchored scopes. For example, users could
move their hand �at with the edge of the hand visible to de-augment their �eld of view along
one speci�c direction, following a drawer metaphor (Figure 4-b) or even use two hands to delimit
a speci�c vertical or horizontal corridor in their �eld of view.

Temporal scope. Our framework makes the distinction between permanent and temporary
de-augmentations. Testing the de-augmentation concept with our prototype made it clear that,
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a)

b) c)

Figure 4: Examples of interaction for de-augmenting. a) A parent has placed tangible de-augmenters
to delimit the volume in which the kid is playing. b) A software developer de-augments a part of their
�eld of view to take a look at their code and understand why the orientation of the hologram is wrong.
c) A user is reading summary information about the di�erent pieces of art in this room of the museum.
She enters the de-augmentation mode to clear virtual content actually in front of the Venus de Milo and
relate what she reads in AR to her observation of the actual statue.

while users need agency regarding the possibility to de-augment, they should also be able to
re-augment, i.e., cancel a de-augmentation that they initially had set as permanent. Some
techniques that we discuss above actually feature an obvious reciprocal version that can be
performed to re-augment the �eld of view. For example, a tangible post can be removed; a
discrete hand posture can be released. But the reciprocal action for techniques that rely on
deictic pointing or on continuous motion � such as the eraser or laser � is less obvious. In such
cases, a speci�c cancel action should be de�ned. Users could for instance bring their hand �at
over a de-augmentation in their �eld-of-view and then close their �st as if they were crumpling
the de-augmentation stencil.

Specifying a duration for a temporary de-augmentation does not seem to be something that
can be easily done on the spot. Relying on a tensed hand posture to set a quasi-mode during
which a given de-augmentation is active seems to be a more viable option. For instance, users
could put their non-dominant hand �at on their forehead (as one would to avoid being dazzled
by the sun) and then point at an entity in their environment with their dominant hand to
de-augment that entity for the time they hold a �at posture with their non-dominant hand
(Figure 4-c). In the same spirit, they could also hold a quasi-mode with their gaze by specifying
a de-augmentation while looking through the upper part of their glasses. The de-augmentation
would then be canceled as soon as they look through the lower part of their glasses again.

Rendering. Same as setting a speci�c duration, specifying a rendering strategy on the spot
would be quite cumbersome. Some interaction techniques provide a good metaphor that matches
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the rendering technique well, such as the eraser tool that will progressively clear a region, making
pixels' transparency depend on how much they have been �wiped� by the user's hand. But
�nding such a direct interaction / rendering metaphor is an exception. Generally speaking, the
speci�cation of an arbitrary geometric transformation would be much more challenging. We
rather envision the rendering strategy of de-augmentations as either a choice by design or as
a parameter that users could set at the application, context or system level. For example, a
de-augmentation would by default be rendered as a simple binary mask, except for noti�cations
which would be scaled down and translated to the bottom-right corner of the �eld of view. A
user could also decide to con�gure a paper-fold metaphor around the de-augmentation's spatial
scope, folding all virtual content around a physical object of interest, such as a movie screen.

6 Illustrative Scenarios

Taking a leap into the future in which AR has indeed become pervasive, we consider a series of
scenarios in which users are interacting with both virtual content and the physical environment
and might want to remove part of the virtual content. We rely on the de-augmentation framework
to propose solutions that would e�ectively let users achieve this.

6.1 At Home

Alex is a data analyst working from home. As their o�ce space is not very large, their desk
cannot accommodate more than one screen. Nevertheless, they are able to display multiple
pieces of content beyond the boundaries of that single screen [16, 54] using their high-resolution
wearable AR glasses. Alex is deeply focused on their work when their phone alarm goes o�. This
automatically triggers a de-augmentation of the corresponding physical area around the phone,
enabling Alex to check and discard the alarm. They see that it is time to prepare dinner for the
family. They exit work mode � which immediately resets their AR eyewear to home mode. In
this mode, incoming AR noti�cations appear on the left side of their �eld of view. Alex likes
this setting as they can check messages while they move around the house.

They start cooking dinner and launch an AR cooking application to get virtual instructions
about how to prepare a new dish they have been wanting to try for a while. Meanwhile they
receive a message � also displayed in AR � from their partner that they will be home soon.
In the kitchen, the induction cooking plates and the smart oven � appliances for which safety
precautions are automatically enforced � are always de-augmented. This is not only for safety but
for practical reasons as well, since it enables direct monitoring of the cooking process even when
both hands are busy. Figure 5-1 illustrates two de-augmentations triggered while looking at the
oven: the AR recipe gets partially hidden where it intersects the oven; and the AR noti�cations
(cooking plate countdown and message from partner) get translated to a part of Alex's �eld of
view where they do not interfere with the physical environment.

About 15 minutes later, Alex's partner has come home. Dinner is ready. Alex goes upstairs
to fetch their kids. One of the kids is playing an AR game that involves catching butter�ies �ying
around in the bedroom. As Alex enters, their face gets automatically de-augmented (Figure 5-
2). This way they can talk to each other without AR interfering and adversely impacting social
interactions [68].

6.2 Video Call

Jen is taking a stroll in the park. She just noticed a poster advertising a live music concert when
her partner, Sam, calls her (Figure 6-1). He is at the bakery and wants to know what type of
bread Jen would prefer. One of the two baguettes de�nitely looks tastier than the other. Once
the matter is settled, Jen asks Sam to remain on the call. She thinks the concert advertized on
the poster is by his favorite band, and she wants to discuss the possibility of going.
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(1)

(2)

Without de-augmentation With de-augmentation

Figure 5: Some elements from the At Home scenario, illustrated with and without de-augmentation.
(1) While Alex is cooking in the kitchen, the oven beeps, leading them to look at it. Left: Alex's �eld of
view without de-augmentation. The video recipe and noti�cations displayed in AR interfere with elements
of the oven, such as the main control knob. Right: same �eld of view, with de-augmentation enabled.
The oven is always de-augmented. The video recipe and the noti�cations get de-augmented di�erently:
the noti�cations get translated to the bottom right corner, while the recipe gets cropped. A red dashed
stroke is painted on the border of the de-augmented area to further emphasize the safety aspect. (2) One
of Alex's kids is playing an AR game about catching butter�ies. Left: Alex enters the kid's room. The
kid looks at them, but AR butter�ies �ying around sometimes obscure their face. Right: Alex's face is
automatically de-augmented, cropping the butter�ies when necessary. This time, the border of the de-
augmentation area is rendered as a smooth transition (using mask feathering) as there is no particular
need to emphasize that boundary.

(1) (2) (3)

Figure 6: De-augmentation from the Video Call scenario. (1) Incoming call from Sam. (2) A concert
poster catches Jen's attention, but she cannot see the details. She points at the poster to de-augment it
while talking with Sam. (3) The poster is now de-augmented: Sam's video feed is still visible, but cropped
so that it no longer interferes with the poster.
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(1)

(2)

Without de-augmentation With de-augmentation

Figure 7: Some elements from the Safety First scenario. Kim is visiting the construction site. She is
visualizing the wind �ow simulation above one of the buildings. Another building is under construction
on the right-hand side. A tower crane has just started lifting a heavy object, which is obscured by the
virtual content. Left: without de-augmentation, the object's movement is barely noticeable. Right: with
de-augmentation, the object gets automatically de-augmented as its speed increases, making it easy for
Kim to spot.

Jen got nearer the poster while she was talking with Sam. She is now close-enough to read
the details, but Sam's video feed is in her way. Jen points at the poster (Figure 6-2) with
her dominant hand while holding her non-dominant hand on her forehead to temporarily de-
augment the poster. She con�rms that this is indeed the band, and �nds out when they will be
performing (Figure 6-3). She asks Sam whether he would like to go, and suggests one of the three
performance dates. Sam seems to remember that they are already invited to a party on that
day. Jen checks her calendar in AR, and con�rms that there is a con�ict indeed. Having both
her calendar and the concert poster in her �eld of view, she �nds another date that works. Jen
removes her non-dominant hand from her forehead to cancel that temporary de-augmentation.
Jen and Sam keep chatting, Jen asking Sam to book tickets as soon as he is home.

6.3 Safety First

Kim is a civil engineer visiting a construction site with her team. Like all other members of
the group, she wears an AR-enabled hard hat. The primary purpose of these hats is safety, but
the group also uses them to display two types of information that are central to the ongoing
discussion: 3D models of concrete structures that are yet to be constructed; and a visualization
of wind �ow simulated for this speci�c urban environment [83] � see Figure 16 in that paper for
an example of such an embedded [100] wind �ow simulation visualization.

As in the At Home scenario, the MR system makes sure that virtual content is never displayed
in front of other team members' face. But other elements from the physical environment should
be de-augmented as well. The 3D �ow visualization is pretty dense and clutters a signi�cant part
of Kim's �eld of view (Figure 7). The visualization is highly relevant to the task at hand, but
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it also obscures much of the physical environment and its potential hazards. Still, Kim and her
team feel safe, as their hats are con�gured with rules that prevent them from potential hazards.
For instance, one rule automatically de-augments moving objects such as, e.g., vehicles passing
nearby or heavy weights lifted by cranes.

Back to the o�ce after this site visit, Kim suggests they go get a co�ee. By company policy,
AR is not allowed in the cafeteria to ensure healthy, relaxing breaks promoting truly-social
face-to-face interaction. Management had originally considered asking people to remove their
eyewear in the cafeteria, but quickly realized that there were legitimate reasons to keep wearing
it in there too. For instance, some employees have an AR display integrated in their prescription
glasses. One of Kim's co-workers recently bought the latest technological innovation: true-color
AR contact lenses. As any other lenses, those would be quite impractical to remove just to have a
co�ee break. Another co-worker has a color vision de�ciency, and uses their AR eyewear to help
them di�erentiate colors [91]. Management eventually opted for another solution: people are still
allowed to keep their eyewear, but the cafeteria area is delimited by speci�c posts. These posts
can be active and automatically instruct AR devices to de-augment everything that falls within
the delimited region and that is not safety-critical or related to a medical condition. Management
can also decide on a less directive approach where users simply receive noti�cations encouraging
de-augmentation within the cafeteria area. Relying on tangible posts also has the advantage of
clearly indicating to users the area where de-augmentation is strongly encouraged.

7 Conclusion

Overall, this paper provides a common framework to talk about de-augmentation, organize de-
augmentation techniques, and inspire future designs. It also aims at helping designers integrate
de-augmentation in their AR experiences.

Technological advances let us foresee a future where AR eyewear has become so lightweight
and inconspicuous that reality can be augmented most of the time, if not all the time. The
purpose of this paper is not to advocate for such a future, but to highlight the need to give
users some agency over the display of virtual content, enabling them to de-augment augmented
reality. While toggling the full AR display o� is a special case of de-augmentation, we are also
interested in locally-bounded de-augmentations, that remove virtual content in some parts of
the users' �eld of view, where it actually interferes with their perception of reality. The concept
of de-augmentation that we discuss here builds over the concept of pervasive AR where the AR
system would automatically adapts to the user's context. With AR de-augmentation, users can
also keep control over what is shown and what is hidden rather than rely on automatic adaptation
only. If we take the example of users viewing a recipe in AR, they might just as well want to
de-augment a parent who shows up in the kitchen to have face-to-face communication as they
might want to keep the recipe in AR over that parent's face to relay the recipe's instructions.
The de-augmentation framework is �exible enough to cope with both cases.

The notion of triggers that originate from an External Source that we explicitly list in our
framework can raise questions though. In particular, what sort of control should AR and non-AR
users have over the virtual content? What sort of control should authorities have in areas under
their jurisdiction? The notion of sensitive areas with restricted physical access, or where taking
pictures is not allowed, could be extended to limit possible augmentations. Safety-related de-
augmentations such as automatically removing virtual content interfering with emergency exits
would seem to make sense, but what if the user had special needs that made the virtual content
key to their safety? Could these external triggers be overridden by the user's own system? These
questions have safety and societal dimensions (privacy, ethics) that require investigation but that
obviously go well beyond interaction design. The concept of de-augmentation seems relevant to
the broader matter of AR-related laws and regulations [74, 98]. Keeping in mind that in many
scenarios a full AR deactivation will be neither desirable nor necessary, and drawing a parallel
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with accept vs. block lists, we can formulate that while some cases are best handled by preventing
an augmentation in the �rst place, other cases are best handled by de-augmenting part of what
was augmented in the �rst place.

Taking a more prospective look at future uses of de-augmentation, the concept might �nd
interesting applications as we get closer to the ultimate goal of �generat[ing] virtual objects that
are so realistic that they are virtually indistinguishable from the real environment� [2], possibly
helping locally di�erentiate the virtual from the real. An important direction for future work
will be to investigate the concept of de-augmentation applied to other AR modalities such as
sound and haptics. Technological advances (audio spatialization, noise-cancelling techniques and
ultrasound-based haptics just to mention a few) yield exciting opportunities to manipulate these
signals. Here again, and as per the general de�nition of de-augmentation given in Section 3, the
idea would be to investigate the feasibility and bene�ts of partially de-augmenting the sounds
and haptic feedback generated by the AR system � as opposed to fully deactivating them � so
as to improve users' perception of the real world across more senses than vision alone.
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